
 
 

 

  
 
 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

REGIONAL STATE COMMITTEE 

Marriott Tulsa Southern Hills, Tulsa, OK 

October 27, 2008 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Administrative Items: 
Members in attendance or represented by proxy were: 

David King, New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (NMPRC) 
Mike Moffet, Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC)  
Jeff Cloud, Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC) 
Jeff Davis, Missouri Public Service Commission (MPSC) 
Barry Smitherman, Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) 
Paul Suskie, Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC) 

 
President King called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m.  He asked for a moment of silence for Brian Moline 
(KCC), a charter member of the RSC who has recently passed away.  He then asked for a round of applause 
to recognize Julie Parsley for her past work as President of the RSC.  He also expressed his appreciation to 
the Nebraska Power Review Board for being in attendance.  There was a round of introductions and a 
quorum was declared. There were 85 in attendance (Attendance & Proxies – Attachment 1).   
   
President King asked for adoption of the July 28, 2008 meeting minutes (RSC Minutes 7/28/08 - 
Attachment 2).  Jeff Cloud moved to approve the minutes as amended and Paul Suskie seconded the 
motion.  The minutes were approved unanimously. 
 
Updates 

RSC Financial Report 
Les Dillahunty provided the RSC Financial Report (Financial Report – Attachment 3).  Mr. Dillahunty reported 
that the RSC was within budget for travel expenses, and under budget for meeting and administrative costs, 
and under budget for the Future Markets Cost/Benefits Study. 
 
Other RSC Officer Reports 
There were no other officer reports. 
 
FERC Update 
After introducing Penny Murrell, OEMR Central Director of FERC, Patrick Clarey provided the FERC report.   
At the September open meeting, the Commission: 
 

• Finalized a rule requiring all tariff filings by public utilities, natural gas pipelines and oil pipelines be 
made electronically.  Implementation of this requirement will begin in 18 months to permit sufficient 
time for software development.   

 
• Conditionally granted incentive rates for the New York Regional Interconnect project subject to the 

New York Public Service Commission’s determination that the project either ensures reliability or 
reduces congestion and approves siting for the project.   
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• Approved an experimental plan by a group of Western transmission providers for a two-year 
experimental regional transmission pricing initiative intended to encourage more efficient use of the 
grid and reduce customer costs by expanding access to coordinated transmission service from 
multiple transmission providers. 

 
Also in September, the Commission approved notationally SPP’s request for waiver of the Commission’s 
requirement that SPP perform an audit of its independence from market participants in light of the 
Commission’s on-going audit exploring similar issues. 
 
At the October open meeting, the Commission: 
 

• Approved SPP’s cost allocation proposal to establish a process for including a balanced portfolio of 
economic upgrades in the transmission expansion plan and to recover the cost of those upgrades 
through a regional postage-stamp rate.   

 
• Approved incentive rates for major transmission projects in the Western Untied States and Maine. 

 
• Finalized regulations to strengthen and improve organized wholesale market operations.  The final 

rule generally tracks the proposals outlined in the February 2008 NOPR.  These include directing the 
RTOs to implement rules to foster demand response participation in the markets, facilitate long-term 
power contracting, strengthen market monitoring and ensure responsiveness to customers and 
stakeholders. 

 
Also in October, the Commission held a technical conference regarding barriers to transmission development. 
  The purpose of the conference was to hear from transmission developers, transmission owners and others 
on the issues they encounter when trying to build transmission.    
 
Other FERC-related events: 
 
On September 22, 2008 the United Sates Government Accountability Office (GAO) released their report on 
FERC’s oversight of RTOs.  The GAO found that RTO expenses vary considerably depending on the size of 
the RTO and the functions it carries out.  Additionally the Report noted that RTOs and FERC rely heavily on 
the participation and views of stakeholders when evaluating RTO expenses and decisions that may affect 
electricity prices.  The GAO stated that FERC, industry participants and experts lack consensus on whether 
RTOs have brought benefits to their regions that outweigh their costs.  In light of these, GAO recommends 
that FERC develop an approach for regularly reviewing RTO budgets and annual financial reports, and 
develop and report on standardized measures that track RTO performance. 
 
FERC may look to the RTOs/ISOs in the context of the IRC as a platform to begin to discuss how to develop 
the performance metrics. 
 
Senior staff from OEMR continue their participation in ongoing outreach to the state commissions covered 
under classic SPP RTO as well as the SPP ICT arrangement with Entergy and the SPP ITO arrangement 
with EON.  Staff plans informal meetings in connection with the NARUC meeting in New Orleans next month 
with states covered under the ICT arrangement.   
 
SPP Update 
Nick Brown provided an SPP update: 

• On October 16 FERC issued an order approving SPP’s Balanced Portfolio.  Earlier FERC approved 
SPP’s Base Plan Funding.  Mr. Brown asked for a round of applause for all who participated as this 
effort has set a blueprint on the national level.  Now the task ahead is to create a balanced portfolio 
and go above and beyond the conservative approach for transmission. 

  
• The General Accounting Office (GAO) audit has consumed much of the Staff’s time.  It has 

determined that RTOs need more oversight regarding finances and performance.  SPP is striving to 
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keep transparency foremost. 
 
• SPP has filed the Nebraska entities Membership Agreements with FERC.  The Nebraska entities will 

transfer their transmission facilities to the SPP Tariff on April 1, 2009.  Due to expansion of the SPP 
footprint, the SPP Administrative Fee will drop to 17¢ in 2009. 

 
• In the FERC Final Rule regarding wholesale competition in regions with organized electric markets, 

Mr. Brown cited excerpts from paragraph 164:  “With regard to SPP’s comment that there is no retail 
access state within SPP, the Commission notes that its ARC (aggregator of retail customers) 
requirements are not limited to aggregation of retail customers who have retail choice.” … “Nor will 
we decide whether a regulator of a traditional, vertically-integrated monopoly utility may give 
permission for an ARC to aggregate customers’ demand responses for bidding into SPP’s markets.” 
Now and moving forward there is a possibility that retail load will try to bid into wholesale markets.  
SPP will inform wholesale providers of the retail customers indicated interest. 

 
SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
Gerry Burrows (RE Trustee) provided an update of the group’s activities: 

• There have been 60 enforceable violations as of October 16, 2008 of which 95% are either self 
certified or self reported.  The top six violations fall inline with the top seven NERC violations which 
include: 

o Protection System Maintenance and Testing 
o Facility rating Methodology 
o Protections System Misoperations Analysis 
o Establish and Communicate Facility ratings 
o Sabotage Reporting 
o Generator Operations/System Voltage Support 

 
• 2009 audit schedule which includes 21 combined on and off site audits 
• SPP RE FERC audit 
• SPP RE Fall Compliance Workshop September 23 – 24, 2008 was in Tulsa, OK.  The next workshop 

will be held February 24-26 in Little Rock. 
• RE conducted a survey of registered entities with approximately 50% participation and an overall 

favorable response.  RE has hired a Lead Compliance Engineer which should help address an area 
identified as needing improvement, “resolving problems in a timely manner.” 

• NERC Readiness Evaluations will continue per FERC order on the NERC 2009 NERC budget which 
directed NERC to continue funding the program. 

 
Annual Meeting Business 

Election of Officers 
President King stated that it was time for the annual election of officers for 2009 and asked for nominations.  
Jeff Davis nominated David King to serve as President.  Mike Moffet seconded the motion which 
passed unanimously.  President King nominated Mike Moffet to serve as Vice President.  Jeff Davis 
seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  Mike Moffet nominated Jeff Davis to serve as 
Secretary/Treasurer.  Jeff Cloud seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  
 
Approval of 2009 & 2010 Budgets 
Les Dillahunty reviewed the 2009 and 2010 Budgets (2009 – 2010 Budgets – Attachment 4).  Mike Moffet 
initiated a discussion on the possible use of NRRI to assist the staffs of the state regulatory commissions and 
SPP on matters of interest to the SPP RSC and the RSCs of MISO and PJM.  It was decided that this should 
not be an addition to the 2009 budget but that the proposed budget provided for unspecified consulting 
expense at the direction of the RSC.  Paul Suskie moved to approve the 2009 and 2010 Budgets as 
presented.  Jeff Davis seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  
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Annual Audit Review and Discussion 
Sam Loudenslager provided a review of the 2007 Audit performed by Patricia Salman, the same person 
used for the 2006 Audit (2007 Audit – Attachment 5).  He stated that the audit showed some inconsistencies 
in mileage rate and a lack of receipts submitted for reimbursements.  Mr. Dillahunty suggested that the Travel 
Policy could be amended to not require receipts for expenditures under $25 which is the SPP policy.  
Following discussion, it was decided that receipts would be required for all reimbursements.  Mr. Dillahunty 
stated that the mileage reimbursement rate is 58.5¢ per mile and that expenses should include miles traveled. 
 Jeff Cloud moved to approve the 2007 Audit.  Mike Moffet seconded the motion which passed 
unanimously.   
 
Business Meeting 

Joint Coordinated System Plan Update 
Jay Caspary (SPP) provided an update on the Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP Update – Attachment 
6).  Mr. Caspary encouraged everyone to visit the website at www.jcspstudy.org.    
 
Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG) Report 
Mike Proctor presented the CAWG report (CAWG Presentation – Attachment 7).  Dr. Proctor reviewed waiver 
requests from the City of Coffeyville and Westar.  CAWG recommends approval of the City of Coffeyville 
waiver due to the length of the request in the estimated amount of $1.6 million.  CAWG also recommends 
approval of the Westar waiver in line with the RSC policy.  Mike Moffet moved to approve both waivers.  
Jeff Davis seconded the motion which passed unanimously.   
 
Dr. Proctor reviewed the Balanced Portfolio initiative looking at current, medium and high wind portfolios.  The 
CAWG will discuss future analysis, higher wind analysis, 765kV construction/operation, impact on the 
reliability plan, and determine the leading portfolio at the December meeting. 
 
Dr. Proctor reviewed the EHV Overlay Concepts Paper.  Components to discuss with state commissions are: 
specification of day driver variables, type of analysis to be used, and specification of the best resource 
strategies.  Dr. Proctor requested feedback for the January meeting. 
 
Unintended Consequences Analysis for the 2007 STEP 
Jay Caspary provided a review of the Unintended Consequences Analysis for the 2007 STEP (Unintended 
Consequences Analysis – Attachment 8).  According to Attachment J of the SPP Tariff:  “For each SPP 
Transmission Expansion Plan, the Transmission Provider shall calculate the cost allocation impacts of the 
Base Plan Upgrades to each Transmission Customer within the SPP Region.  The results will be reviewed for 
unintended consequences by the Regional Tariff Working Group and reported to the Markets and Operations 
Policy Committee and Regional State Committee.”  The Staff’s conclusion supports a finding of no 
“unintended consequences” with respect to the MW-mile analysis associated with the 2008 - 2011 projects 
eligible for base plan funding in the STEP.  Mike Moffet moved to endorse these findings.  Paul Suskie 
seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  
 
Electric Transmission America, OG&E Energy and Westar Energy 765 kV Overview and Cost/Benefit Study 
John Stough introduced Ralph Luciani of Charles Rivers and Associates to present the 765 kV overview and 
cost/benefit study (765 kV Overview Presentation – Attachment 9).  Mr. Luciani presented an analysis of the 
first two loops of the SPP EHV Overlay and Transmission Expansion addressing:  the need for an EHV 
System solution, proven performance of the 765 kV System, and 756kV facts.    
 
Future Markets Cost/Benefit Study Results 
Roy True (ACES Power Marketing) presented the Future Markets Cost/Benefit Study results (Study for future 
Market Design – Attachment 10).  A written report will be submitted to the Market Working Group for review 
and a recommendation made to the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) for the January 
meetings.  Additional information will be presented at the January RSC meeting. 
 
SPP Strategic Plan Update 
Michael Desselle (SPP) provided an update on the SPP Strategic Plan which reflects a 5 – 10 year planning 

http://www.jcspstudy.org/
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horizon.  The Strategic Planning Committee is in the process of finalizing language for the 2008 Strategic 
Plan restructuring it to include:  Communication and Education; Membership Development/Expansion; 
Transmission Expansion; Market Development and Design; and Reliability Compliance – SPP Regional 
Entity.  The final plan will be presented to the MOPC, the RSC and then the Board of Directors for approval in 
January 2009. 
 
Scheduling of Next Regular Meeting, Special Meetings or Events: 
President King noted that the next regularly scheduled meeting is on January 26 in Dallas, TX. 
 
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned.  
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
Les Dillahunty  
 



 
 

REGULAR MEETING 

Monday, October 27, 2008 

1:00 - 5:00 p.m. 

Marriott Tulsa Southern Hills, Tulsa, OK 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

2. PRELIMINARY MATTERS 
a. Declaration of a Quorum 
b. Adoption of July 28, 2008 Minutes 

3. UPDATES 
a. RSC Financial Report 
b. Other RSC Officer Reports   
c. FERC 
d. SPP 
e. RE  

4. ANNUAL MEETING BUSINESS 

a. Election of Officers 

b. Approval of 2009 & 2010 Budgets 

c. Annual Audit Review and Discussion 

5. BUSINESS MEETING 

a. Electric Transmission America, OGE Energy and Westar Energy 765 Overview and Cost/Benefit 
Study ...............................................................................John Stough (AEP/Kelly Harrison (Westar) 

b. Joint Coordinated System Plan Update ......................................................................... Jay Caspary 
c. CAWG Report ..............................................................................................................Dr. Mike Proctor 

1. Status Report and Recommendation of the Proposed Economic Evaluation for the EHV 
Overlay (action item) 

2. Waivers 
a. Westar (action item) 
b. City of Coffeyville, KS (action item) 

 
d. Unintended Consequences Analysis for the 2007 STEP (action Item) ....................... Jay Caspary 
e. Future Markets Cost/Benefit Study Results......................................................................... Roy True 
f. SPP Strategic Plan Update........................................................................................Michael Desselle 

6. SCHEDULING OF NEXT REGULAR MEETING, SPECIAL MEETINGS OR EVENTS 

7. ADJOURNMENT 
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Southwest Power Pool 

REGIONAL STATE COMMITTEE 

Intercontinental Hotel at the Plaza, Kansas City, MO 

July 28, 2008 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Administrative Items: 
Members in attendance or represented by proxy were: 

Bridget Headrick, for Julie Parsley, Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) 
David King, New Mexico Public Regulation Commission (NMPRC) 
Jeff Cloud, Oklahoma Corporation Commission (OCC) 
Jeff Davis, Missouri Public Service Commission (MPSC) 
Mike Moffet, Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC)  
Colette Honorable, Arkansas Public Service Commission (APSC) 

 
Vice President King called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. and announced that President Parsley would not 
be present having been called away on a family matter.  Cheryl Robertson (SPP) called roll and a quorum 
was declared. There were 71 in attendance (Attendance & Proxies – Attachment 1).  Others in attendance via 
phone were: Sandra Hochstetter (AECC), Jay Caspary and Richard Dillon (SPP), Ryan Kind (MO Public 
Counsel), Roy True (ACES Power Marketing), Gene Grace (American Wind Assoc.), and Barbara Coley 
(Ventyx).  
 
Vice President King welcomed Tim Texel of the Nebraska Power Review Board.   
 
Vice President King asked for adoption of the April 21, May 28, and June 16, 2008 meeting minutes (RSC 
Minutes 4/21/08, 5/28/08 and 6/16/08 - Attachment 2).  Sam Loudenslager (APSC) suggested clarification 
changes to the May 28 minutes regarding a statement made by Colette Honorable.  Mike Moffett moved to 
approve the minutes as amended.   Jeff Cloud seconded the motion.  The minutes were approved 
unanimously. 
 
Vice President King asked for a motion to amend the agenda starting the meeting with Item 4c to 
accommodate some needing to leave the meeting early.  Jeff Cloud moved to amend the agenda as stated.  
Mike Moffett seconded the motion which passed by acclamation.  
 
Item 4c - Cost Allocation Working Group Report 
 

Waivers 
Dr. Mike Proctor presented three waiver requests from:  Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Kansas 
Power Pool, and North Texas Electric Cooperatives (Waiver Requests – Attachment 3).  He noted 
that, with the revised Aggregate Study, amounts had reduced considerably.  Mike Moffet moved to 
approve the waiver requests as presented.  Jeff Davis seconded the motion.  The motion passed with 
Bridget Headrick and Colette Honorable voting in abstention regarding the North Texas Electric 
Cooperative waiver. 
 
Approval of Tariff Language for Cost Allocation for Economic Upgrades and the Balanced Portfolio 
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Dr. Proctor provided a report regarding Tariff language related to the Cost Allocation for Economic 
Upgrades and the Balanced Portfolio (CA and BA Tariff Language – Attachment 4).  He stated that 
Nick Brown, Les Dillahunty, Julie Parsley, and he had a pre-filing meeting with FERC Commissioners 
and FERC Staff on June 30 which went very well.  Dr. Proctor then reviewed the Balanced Portfolio 
approach, the Economic Assessment and Planning Study, and language on unintended 
consequences (Att. J).  The Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) approved language 
from the Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) on July 16.  It is the expectation that Tariff language 
will be filed at FERC in early August.  Jeff Davis moved to approve Tariff language for Cost 
Allocation for Economic Upgrades and the Balanced Portfolio and send to the SPP Board of 
Directors.  Colette Honorable seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  SPP Staff will 
need to draft a transmittal letter for the filing.  The RSC thanked everyone for their hard work and the 
RTWG for its many meetings. 
 
Economic Evaluation for the EHV Overlay 
Dr. Proctor provided a report on the economic evaluation for EHV Overlay (EHV Overlay – 
Attachment 5).  The Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG) would like feedback from the RSC 
regarding the development of a concepts paper for Economic Evaluation of the proposed SPP EHV 
Overlay.  This paper would not address cost allocation for the EHV Overlay but assume it would be a 
region-wide rate.  This paper would also not address seams agreements and cost allocation to those 
outside SPP.  The purpose of the concepts paper will be to develop an approach for Economic 
Evaluation that would be approved by the RSC and presented to state Commissions for review and 
approval.  Work will begin in August with a report to the RSC at the October meeting.  The CAWG will 
work with SPP Staff regarding development and presentations.  The paper will hopefully be complete 
in January 2009.  It was the consensus of the group to move forward.  Jeff Davis commended the 
CAWG for great work and foresight in the EHV concepts paper.   

 
Vice President King then asked for a round of introductions. 
 
Updates 
 
RSC Financial Report 
Les Dillahunty provided the RSC Financial Report (Financial Report – Attachment 6).  Mr. Dillahunty reported 
that the RSC still remained under budget; the Cost Benefit Study line item does not yet reflect charges; 
invoices from Ventyx are in the process of being paid and travel expenses remain under budget.  Work is 
underway on the 2009 and 2010 budgets and is going well.  Mr. Dillahunty stated that he appreciated the 
RSC being on budget. 
 
 
Other RSC Officer Reports 
Jeff Davis commented on the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control vs. Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission and New England Power Pool Participants Committee.  Chairman Davis encouraged the RSC 
Commissioners to monitor the case as he felt this to be an overreaching of FERC into state matters. 
Chairman Davis stated that oral arguments had not been set.  
 
FERC Update 
Before starting his report, Robert Ivanauskas (FERC) said that FERC would also be watching the case 
addressed by Chairman Davis currently before the Washington D. C. Court of Appeals.  Mr. Ivanauskas then 
provided an update on FERC activities.  At the July open meeting, the Commission: 
 

• Set for hearing whether certain natural gas futures trading activities by Amaranth Advisors LLC 
violated the Commission’s anti-manipulation regulations.  Additionally, the Commission reiterated that 
it has jurisdiction under the NGA to impose penalties for manipulative trading of NYMEX natural gas 
futures contracts that have a clear and direct effect on physical jurisdictional natural gas sales prices. 
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• Approved modifications to strengthen previously approved reliability standards.  Specifically, the 
Commission approved modifications to five approved reliability standards involving interchange 
scheduling and coordination.  The Commission directed NERC to further explain a sixth standard 
involving transmission loading relief procedures.  

 
Also in July by delegated letter order, the Director of OEMR Central accepted a requested change in the 
effective date for participation by external generators in SPP’s Energy Imbalance Market to become 
effective on or before February 1, 2009. 
 
Finally, in early July, the Commission convened a conference in order to review wholesale power markets 
in various regions of the country.  SPP was an active participant in this conference. 

 
At the June open meeting, the Commission: 

• Largely reaffirmed its rule on open access transmission issued in 2007 and later in its rehearing 
order.  The Orders in 890, 890-A and 890-B are intended to strengthen and correct flaws by 
reforming the terms and conditions of the Open Access Transmission Tariff.   

 
• Also, the Commission reviewed a staff report on increasing costs in electric markets.  The report 

focused on the rising cost of natural gas and concluded that this will continue in the future but could 
be mitigated by measures such as demand response, energy efficiency and conservation and 
technological innovations. 

 
Also in June the Commission accepted Midwest ISO’s proposed reliability service and seams coordination 
service for non-members in the MAPP region.  The Commission, however, required additional information on 
Midwest ISO’s proposal to extend market services to entities that are non-signatories to the Midwest ISO 
Transmission Owners Agreement.  
  
At the May open meeting, the Commission: 

• Unveiled a package of reforms to strengthen its enforcement programs.  The package included an 
expanded policy statement on enforcement; an interpretative order that expands the areas in which 
the Commission will allow the no-action letter process; a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that clarifies 
off-the-record contacts and separation of functions in the context of enforcement investigations; and a 
final rule that outlines the rights of entities against whom staff from the Office of Enforcement seeks 
an order to show cause.  

 
Also in May, the Commission accepted in part and rejected in part SPP’s filing to, among other things, revise 
its transmission aggregate study process.   
   
Other FERC events: 

Senior staff from the Office of Energy Market Regulation (OEMR) continue their participation in 
ongoing outreach to the state commissions covered under classic SPP RTO as well as the SPP ICT 
arrangement with Entergy and the SPP ITO arrangement with EON.   
 

Finally, OEMR Central Director, Penny Murrell plans to attend the October SPP meetings in Tulsa.    
 
SPP Update 
Nick Brown provided an SPP update: 

• Mr. Brown presented a resolution to be adopted by the SPP Board of Directors for President Julie 
Parsley to recognize her fine leadership and service on the Regional State Committee (RSC).  Ms. 
Parsley was a founding member of the RSC and served as President for two years.  Ms. Parsley has 
resigned her position on the Public Utility Commission of Texas effective in September 2008.  Colette 
Honorable moved for the RSC to also adopt this resolution.  Jeff Cloud seconded the motion which 
was enthusiastically unanimous. 

• Mr. Brown expressed gratitude to the RSC, CAWG and the RTWG regarding their work on the 
Balanced Portfolio.  He noted that Julie Parsley, Mike Proctor, Les Dillahunty and he had met with 
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FERC Commissioners and FERC Commissioners’ staff in a pre-filing meeting, which went very well. 
• Tim Texel of the Nebraska Power Review Board was invited to attend the RSC meeting.  SPP is 

currently working with technical teams to integrate Nebraska entities.  There is great support and the 
process is going well.  SPP is working on Bylaws modifications and potentially the Membership 
Agreement.  The Board of Directors will be asked to consider a special meeting in order to approve 
these modifications. 

• Bruce Rew (SPP) will present at a public hearing on August 8 in Mississippi on how the Entergy ICT 
functions. 

• On July 8, Senior SPP Staff hosted the Kansas Corporation Commission in Little Rock.  The meeting 
was very beneficial in developing an understanding of SPP.  Mr. Brown encouraged other state 
commissions to follow suit. 

• SPP is working on a Joint Coordination System Plan (JCSP) with companies from the Eastern 
Connection. 

• Work on the Balancing Authority (BA) Consolidation continues with SPP working on a cost/benefit 
document.  Budgeting for the BA Consolidation has been moved from the 2008 Budget to the 2009 
Budget. 

• Mr. Brown was pleased with the response to the Demand Response Educational Forum held on July 
27-28.  The forum offered a high level of education.  

 
Vice President King expressed appreciation for Nick Brown and Jim Eckelberger’s work with the RSC.  
 
SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
Gerry Burrows (RE Trustee) provided an update of the group’s activities: 

• Mitigations are complete for all violations prior to June 18, 2007, the date mandatory standards went 
into effect, with the exception of one which will be complete in December 2008. 

• There are 1473 alleged enforceable violations post June 18, 2007 which are not completed.  
Registered Entities within the SPP RE footprint have 53 enforceable violations in process; 20 are 
documentation related and 33 are not. 

• NERC has listed the top eleven Standards with the most violations, with sabotage topping the list. 
• RE compliance workshops are held twice per year. The SPP RE Fall Compliance Workshop is 

scheduled for September 23 and 24 in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
• Compliance audits for 2008 are on schedule. 
• The SPP RE endorses the approval of modified Criteria 11 as approved by the MOPC on July 15, 

2008.  The SPP RE will use this as a reporting procedure for all registered entities within the SPP RE 
footprint in order to meet the requirements of NERC Standard EOP-004.    

 
Business Meeting 
Strategic Plan Update 
Michael Desselle provided an update on the SPP Strategic Plan.  Since January 2008 the committee has been 
working toward updating the current plan.  A strawman was circulated in April with feedback considered at the 
May retreat.  A draft has been distributed to the SPC for concurrence and will be sent to a broad stakeholder base 
for feedback this fall.  The Revised Strategic Plan will be submitted for approval to the Board at the October 
meeting.  The areas of focus are: 
 

• Transmission Expansion 
• Market Development and Design 
• Communication and Education 
• Membership Development/Expansion 
• Regional Reliability 

 
Review of the Cost Benefit Task Force Input Assumptions 
Casey Cathey (SPP) provided a review of the Cost Benefit Task Force (CBTF) input assumptions for the 
future markets study (CBTF Report – Attachment 7).  Mr. Cathey reviewed study cases including a Base 
Case and various Change Cases which study:  an Ancillary Service Market (ASM); Day-Ahead Market (DAM) 
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with Unit Commitment; and a Simplified Day-Ahead Market with Unit Commitment.  Ventyx will perform the 
Cost Benefit Study.  The study contract is finalized as are the majority of assumptions for the Base Case.   
Ventyx is finalizing an eight-year Base Case modeling and updates the CBTF weekly on actions items.  Data 
input assumptions vetted by CBTF and Ventyx are: 
 

• Fuel Prices 
• Emissions Forecast 
• Transmission Expansion 
• Internal/External Generation Expansion 
• Load Forecasting 
• Wind Plant Modeling 
• Demand Response 

 
Ventyx will provide monthly updates reports to the CBTF.  It is expected that following the CBTF review of the 
Cost Benefit Study Report and final report will be available in October. 
 
It was asked if wind deliverability had been taken into consideration.  Roy True, Chairman of the CBTF, 
assured the group that it had.  Mr. Casey commended Jim Sanderson for his work in the CBTF. 
 
Scheduling of Next Regular Meeting, Special Meetings or Events: 
Vice President King noted that the next regularly scheduled meeting is the RSC Annual Meeting in Tulsa on 
October 27, 2008.  
 
With no further business, Mike Moffet moved to adjourn and Colette Honorable seconded the motion.  The 
meeting was adjourned.  
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
Les Dillahunty  
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Regional State Committee
For the Nine Months Ending September 30, 2008

Budget vs. Actual
DRAFT

YTD Actuals YTD Budget Variance

Income
        Other Income 592,343         672,942         (80,599)          (A)
    Total Income 592,343       672,942       (80,599)        

Expense
        Travel 48,267           49,500           (1,233)            
        Meetings 3,972             39,600           (35,628)          
        Audit 1,143             1,050             93                  
        Administrative Costs 112                1,125             (1,013)            
        Cost Benefit Studies 538,848         581,667         (42,818)           
    Total Expense 592,343       672,942       (80,599)        

Net Income (Loss) -                 -                 -                 

   (A)  YTD revenue is less than budget given that ytd expenses are less than budget.
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SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
REGIONAL STATE COMMITTEE

2009 & 2010 ESTIMATED BUDGET

ESTIMATED FY BUDGET 2009 ESTIMATED FY BUDGET 2010

Expense Category
Travel & Meetings

RSC Travel $56,000 $58,240
RSC Meetings $20,800 $21,632

Total Travel & Meetings $76,800 5% Increase $79,872 4% Increase

Administrative
Annual Audit $1,100 5% Increase $1,144
Other Administrative $1,000 $1,040

Total Administrative $2,100 $2,184 4% Increase

Consultants / Technical Conferences $120,000 $120,000

2009 Economic Evaluation for the EHV
Overlay $500,000 $500,000

TOTAL EXPENSES $698,900 $702,056
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REGIONAL STATE COMMITTEE
TOTAL EXPENSES FOR THE PERIOD

JULY 2007 - AUGUST 2008

Jul-07 Aug-07 Sep-07 Oct-07 Nov-07 Dec-07 Jan-08 Feb-08 Mar-08 Apr-08 May-08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Aug-08 Grand Total Jul'07-Jun'08

Admin - USBank 31           125         31           112         299           299                
Audit - Patricia Salman & Associates, PLLC 1,030      1,030        1,030             

Administrative Expenses -             1,061      125         31          -         -         -         112         -         -         -         -         -         -         1,329        1,329            

Travel - Operating Expenses - Public Utilities Commission 767         767           767                
Travel - Adam McKinnie 429         2,338      2,767        429                
Travel - Brandt, Adrianne G. 287             517         178         532         197         177         163         224         2,275        2,275             
Travel - Cloud, Jeff 541         110         628         1,279        1,279             
Travel - Davidson, Joyce 876         401         266         656         300         233         212         1,155      4,099        2,944             
Travel - Davis, Jeff 449         343         257         28           1,077        1,049             
Travel - Headrick, Bridget 311         181         526         549         1,568        1,018             
Travel - House, Richard 1,309      833         195         2,337        2,337             
Travel - Kansas Corp. Commission 2,726      3,503      4,250      10,479      10,479           
Travel - King, David W. 1,354      505         1,859        1,859             
Travel - Loudenslager, Samuel 453         486         1,136      752         457         597         850         182         2,250      134         1,474      8,770        7,297             
Travel - Meyer, Greg 549             608         715         431         698         330         347         1,410      1,624      1,659      1,132      9,503        9,503             
Travel - Mosier, Pat B. 600         248         182         223         1,253        1,030             
Travel - New Mexico Public Regulation Comm 855         855           855                
Travel - Parsley, Julie 771         163         247         746         1,927        1,180             
Travel - Proctor, Mike 524             306         968         577         641         258         711         253         912         780         1,508      3,147      10,585      7,438             
Travel - Public Utilities Commission 1,336      2,147      3,483        1,336             
Travel - Lieberman, Robert 425         425           -                 
Travel - Starr-Garcia, Stacy 276         276           276                

Travel 1,361         5,692      2,168      5,880      4,122      2,275      1,121      6,853      2,369      6,997      6,294      8,217      4,495      7,738      65,583      53,350          

Meetings* 19,846    19,846      19,846           
              * Meeting exp listed above are for calendar year 2007

Ventyx - RSC Cost/Benefit Study - Future Markets 56,365    408,255  464,620    -                 

Total Expenses ** 1,361          6,753      2,293      5,911      4,122      22,121    1,121      6,965      2,369      6,997      6,294      8,217      60,860    415,993  551,378    74,525           

              ** January - June 2008 expenses were used as a run rate with a 5% increase for the 2009 Budget
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SPP.org 1

JCSP Update

RSC Meeting
October 27, 2008

Jay Caspary
Director, Engineering
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www.spp.org

3

www.spp.org

4

2007 - 2008 JCSP Overview

• Evaluate 1/1/08 RPS mandates in 26 states/DC 
as reference scenario, as well as a 20% 
National RPS scenario as part of 2008-2009 
NREL/DOE Eastern Wind Integration & 
Transmission Study (EWITS)

• Studies will be used to demonstrate the value 
of bulk power transmission to harvest best 
wind resources in central plains, rather than 
build local wind to met local requirements.  

• Check out www.jcspstudy.org
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JCSP Progress to Date

• MISO JOAs with PJM, SPP and TVA require 
periodic joint planning studies

• Initiated with kick off meeting Nov 1, 2007 in 
Pittsburgh by MISO, PJM, SPP and TVA

• Active participants include ISO-NE, MAPP and 
NYISO

• Interested parties continues to grow 
• 11 regional workshops to date
• FERC Order 890 emphasizes importance of 

inter-regional planning and cost allocations

www.spp.org

6

Reference Scenario – Current Overlay
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20% Wind Scenario – Current Overlay

www.spp.org

8

SPP Implications
• JCSP plans are complimentary to EHV Overlay 

designs for SPP.
• Reference scenario shows need for 765 kV 

from LaCygne, KS across MO and IL to AEP in 
Western IN, plus double circuit 500 kV from Ft 
Smith, AR to Entergy ANO & Dell to TVA to 
SoCo.

• 20% Wind Scenario has 3 - 800 kV HVDC 
terminals in central and southern plains 
sourced from 765 kV EHV Overlay in SPP at 
Lawton Eastside, Muskogee, and LaCygne with 
another 800 kV HVDC terminal north of KC 
near Omaha, NE and Council Bluffs, IA.
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JCSP Transmission Results / Costs

6,000,0003,800,0005,125,0004,792,0002,875,0003,750,0002,250,0002024$

DC - 800 kVDC - 400 kV765 KV(2) - 500 kV500 KV(2) - 345 kV345 KV

Cost per Mile Assumption

14,9377,58203,9772798641932,04220% Wind

10,8752,4002823,1189465082923,329Reference

TotalDC - 800 kVDC - 400 kV765 KV(2) - 500 kV500 KV(2) - 345 kV345 KV

Estimated Line Mileage Summary (Miles)

82,39445,492025,4781,6713,1069055,74220% Wind

54,29814,4001,69819,9755,6681,8251,3719,363Reference

Total
DC - 800 

kV
DC - 400 

kV765 KV
(2) - 500 

kV500 KV
(2) - 345 

kV345 KV

Estimated Cost Summary (Millions of 2024$)

www.spp.org
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Cost Perspectives
20% Wind Future Cumulative 

Costs through 2024

Production
68%

Generation Capital
30%

Transmission Capital
2%

Reference Future Cumulative 
Costs through 2024

Production
76%

Generation Capital
23%

Transmission Capital
1%
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Benefit to Cost Ratios are Impressive 

• Assuming an 15% annual carrying charge rate 
and existing plans, the B/C for the reference 
and 20% Wind scenarios are roughly 1.4 and 
1.0, respectively. 

• Economic models are showing annual adjusted 
production cost savings in either scenario in 
excess of $10B.

www.spp.org

12

2008-2024 Cumulative CO2 Output
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Transmission Expansion Plan Process
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Produced by Midwest ISO

www.spp.org
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Next Steps

• Final iteration on optimizing 2024 expansion 
plans in process.  

• Reliability assessments for 2018 reliability and 
2024 economic models are in process.  

• Expect economic and reliability analyses to be 
completed in next few weeks with results 
published by year end.
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2009 – 2012 JCSP Scope

• Scope for JCSP for 2009 - 2012 is under 
development with focus on structure and 
funding.

• 2009 effort is expected to include a 10% 
National RPS future, as well as other futures to 
evaluate carbon constraints, increased nuclear 
expansion, etc.  

• DOE seems to be expecting JCSP to take over 
congestion studies for the Eastern 
Interconnection.

www.spp.org

16

Questions?
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Jay Caspary 
Director, Engineering
501.614.3220
jcaspary@spp.org
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CAWG Updates
SPP RSC

October 27, 2008
Tulsa, OK

2

Topics

• Waiver Requests

• Balanced Portfolio

• EHV Overlay
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Waiver Requests
• City of Coffeyville

– Estimated Costs = $6.1 Million
– Safe Harbor Limit = $4.5 Million
– Recommendation: Grant waiver on the basis of length of request

• Estimated waiver of $1.6 Million
• Westar

– Estimated Costs = $8.5 Million
– Safe Harbor Limit = (10%*99 MW)*$180,000 = $1.782 Million
– Recommendation: Grant waiver in line with RSC Policy 

• Use 100% of transmission service request in calculation of safe harbor limit. 
Estimated at $17.82 Million

• Directly assigned cost = 1/3 of costs in non-source zone + any costs over 
safe-harbor evaluated at 100% of transmission service request.  Estimated 
at 1/3 * $8.5 Million = $2.5 Million.

• Remaining costs of $5 million would be allocated either
– Region-wide postage stamp if tariff in line with RSC recommendation is approved 

by FERC; or
– 1/3 region-wide postage stamp + 2/3 MW-mile if tariff not approved by FERC.

4

Balanced Portfolio: Current Wind
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Portfolio 3-A: Current Wind Levels 2.3 GW

Several 345 kV & Substation Upgrades

Benefits > Costs at Current Wind Levels
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Balance Portfolio: Moderate Wind
Adding Western Components of the EHV Overlay to 3-A

Includes portions of X plan and connections to existing 345 kV System

Economic evaluation of additional wind
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Balance Portfolio: High Wind
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Adding Middle Components of the EHV Overlay

Economic evaluation of additional wind
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Balanced Portfolio Status
• SPP is currently in the analysis stage for the 

higher wind and future analysis 
– model building, updating generator database, 

mapping, etc.
• Next Steps: December CAWG Meeting 

– Future (2017, 2023) analysis 
– Higher Wind analysis 

• stand alone and combined with carbon sensitivity
– 765 kV construction/operation
– Impact on reliability plan (negatives and positives)

• Determine balance adjustments
– Determine Leading Portfolio

8

EHV Overlay: Concepts Paper

Alternative
Futures

Scenario
Analysis

Uncertainty
Analysis

Alternative
Strategies

Alternative
Locations

With EHV
Strategy

W/O EHV
Strategy

Economic
Comparison

Of Costs
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Components to Discuss with 
State Commissions

Specification of key driver variables
RPS Policy
Carbon Policy
Fuel Prices
Load Growth

Type of analysis to be used
Uncertainty Analysis
Scenario Analysis: Which ones? What sensitivities?

Specification of Best Resource Strategies
Renewables available w/o EHV
Impact on overall strategies w/o EHV
Use of already planned resource additions

10

Future EHV Discussions

• Includes Results of Balanced Portfolio 
Analysis

• Includes a discussion of exports, export 
systems and seams agreements.
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE EHV OVERLAY IN SPP 

I. BACKGROUND AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
The purpose of this concepts paper is to set out the economic and engineering analysis 

related to regional resource planning that focuses on the need for an extra-high voltage (EHV) 

overlay (interstate) transmission system within the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) region.  Much 

of the engineering analysis directly related to the EHV overlay has already been provided 

through SPP contracts with Quanta Technology (Quanta).  A map of the proposed EHV overlay 

is provided below as a brief overview of that study. 

Figure 11 
EHV Overlay Proposed for SPP 

 

 
 

From the above map, a major portion of the EHV Overlay is a 765 kV interstate that is 

looped in various segments to provide reliability under the N-1 contingency that one leg of the 

EHV transmission lines moving power from one point to another is forced out of service. 

                                                 
1 This map was presented by SPP Staff at the 8-27-08 CAWG meeting.  The specific design of the EHV overlay is 
still being discussed particularly in regard to the best design for collecting the wind in the western region of SPP. 

 1
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Another component of this overlay involves the legs that run from these loops to the boundaries 

of the SPP region. 

Collector System: Two western loops can be seen in the Texas Panhandle, western Oklahoma 

and western Kansas, which are the dominant wind sights for this study.  Quanta designated these 

765 kV lines as the “collector system” for wind power.2   

Delivery System: The larger, more eastern loop in Oklahoma and Kansas is designed to 

deliver the wind collection areas in the western part of SPP to the major load centers in the 

central and eastern parts of SPP.  In this paper, these 765 kV lines will be designated as the 

“delivery system” for wind power. 3 

Export System: The third component of the EHV Overlay involves the eastern and northern 

legs that run into Arkansas, Missouri and Nebraska.  These legs relate primarily to exports from 

the SPP regions, with the two 765 kV lines going outside SPP in Missouri and Arkansas and a 

345 kV line running north into Nebraska.4  In this paper, these 765 kV lines will be designated as 

the “export system” for wind power. 

It should be noted that the above designations are meant to provide shorthand descriptors for 

the EHV overlay but are not meant to describe all of the functions or benefits provided.  While 

the engineering analysis has focused on the design elements of the EHV Overlay, the economic 

analysis is yet to be performed.  In this regard, this concepts paper will set out the details of a 

types of economic analysis that are consistent with the analysis required by state commissions 

with respect to integrated resource planning.5   

                                                 
2 The Hitchland to Woodward line was not designated by Quanta as a part of the collector system, but is clearly an 
example of an additional line connecting to the collector system to provide power into the major EHV delivery loop 
under the contingency that either the lower of upper leg of the collector system goes out of service.  Thus, this line 
provides the reliability needed for the collector system. 
3 Going from east to west, the major load centers in SPP are: Springfield; Kansas City; NW Arkansas; Tulsa; 
Wichita; Oklahoma City; and Amarillo.  The Amarillo load is connected to the EHV overlay in the south-western 
portion of the collector system, while the other major load centers are connected through the delivery loop. 
4 Note that subsequent to this study, Nebraska has been designated as having strong wind sight areas and Nebraska 
has committed to joining the SPP.  Thus, another iteration of the EHV Study will likely be needed. 
5 In the SPP, Missouri and Arkansas formally require regular resource plans be filed and have rules that govern the 
resource planning processes.  An overview of these rules is presented in the next section of this paper. 
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I.A  The Need for an Economic Analysis of the Proposed EHV Overlay 
There are several facts related to the current situation in the SPP that are an important in 

considering the need for an economic analysis of the proposed EHV overlay.   

Renewable Mandates: First, at this time the SPP states of Texas and New Mexico are the 

only two states having a legislative mandates to provide a specific amount of electricity through 

renewable resources.  If renewable mandates existed in all the SPP states, then the economic 

analysis of the EHV overlay would simply involve whether or not it is less expensive to meet 

renewable mandates for wind power in the robust wind areas of SPP located in the Texas 

panhandle, western Oklahoma and western Kansas compared to alternative locations and types 

of renewable sources of electric power.  Without renewable mandates, the question is expanded 

to include an economic analysis of all forms of generation and demand-side resources including 

renewables in light of the uncertainties regarding overall energy policies with respect to both 

renewables and environmental issues related to carbon. 

Wind Power Development: Second, even without renewable portfolio standards in all of the 

SPP states, the development of wind as a power source has exploded in the robust wind areas of 

the SPP, with a subsequent impact on the generation interconnection queue in SPP.  SPP is 

currently considering a cluster study in which multiple generation interconnection requests 

would be evaluated simultaneously, and preliminary results indicate that the 765 kV collection 

network would be needed to handle the current level of requests.6  Realizing that some in not 

many of these requests may be speculative regarding the future demand for wind power, this is 

still a strong indicator of the existing need to perform an economic analysis regarding the future 

for wind resources in the SPP. 

Trapped Wind Generation: Third, as of 2008 there exists 1,820 megawatts of wind capacity 

already constructed in SPP and 780 MW of wind capacity under construction.  The following 

table shows how this wind is divided among three categories of transmission, where firm 

transmission is an indicator of the amount of wind generation that is deliverable to specific loads, 

either within the SPP or exported to loads outside of SPP through firm point-to-point 

transmission service.   

                                                 
6 It is important to note the difference between what Quanta describes as an EHV “collector system” and the 
underlying transmission upgrades that will be needed to gather the power from the wind farms and deliver it to this 
EHV “collector system.”  The engineering analysis is yet to be completed that combines all aspects of gathering and 
collecting the wind power.   
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Table 1 

SPP Wind Capacity (MW) for 2008 

Transmission Constructed Under 
Construction Total 

Firm 699 0 699 
Under Study 317 296 613 
As Available 904 484 1,288 

Total 1,820 780 2,600 

Of the 2,600 megawatts of wind generation that will likely be running in the near future in 

SPP, less than 27% (= 699/2,600) is deliverable to load without transmission upgrades to the 

existing SPP system.  Without these transmission upgrades, much of the electricity generated 

from this wind power will be trapped in the sparsely populated areas where these wind farms are 

constructed.  It may not take a 765 kV overlay system to deliver all of the 2,600 megawatts of 

wind to load, but if the demand for wind power increases over the next few years, building the 

765 kV overlay at this time would be a better long-term solution than to patchwork the existing 

system to meet near-term delivery needs. 

I.B  Basic Elements for Resource Planning 
Resource planning is in part modeling analytics and in part design choice made for inputs 

into the models.  In essence, the models do not make decisions.  Instead, models provide 

information that is needed in order to make informed decisions.  There are three basic elements 

that are needed to provide inputs for regional modeling: 1) Alternative Futures; 2) Alternative 

Strategies; and 3) Alternative Locations.   

I.B.1. Alternative Futures 

Alternative futures are paths specified for key drivers whose future levels are uncertain.  The 

following appear to be the top key drivers: 1) Load Forecasts; 2) Fuel Prices; 3) Environmental 

Regulations; and 4) Renewable Portfolio Standards. 

I.B.1.a. Structuring of Alternative Futures 

I.B.1.a (1)  Uncertainties – Hypercube Structures 

Alternative Futures for two key variables can be visualized as a table with alternative levels 

of one variable specified along the rows and the other variable specified along the columns. 

 

 4
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Figure 2 
Table of Alternative Futures 

For Two Key Variables 
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With just two variables, the table shows various combinations of assumptions regarding each of 

the key driver variables.  Typically, a low (L), mid (M) and high (H) future is specified for each 

key driver variable.  With two driver variables and three futures, the table will contain 3x3 = 9 

combinations of futures.7  With three key driver variables, this table (square) becomes a cube 

with 3x3x3 = 27 combinations of futures.   

Figure 3 
Cube of Alternative Futures 

For Three Key Variables 
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With more than three variables, the set of alternative futures can be conceptualized as structured 

in what is called a “hypercube.”  For example, 4 key driver variables with 3 alternatives for each 

variable would result in 4 faced hypercube with 3x3x3x3 = 81 combinations of alternative 

futures. 

I.B.1.a.(2).  Policy-Driven Futures 

Another way in which futures can be organized is by identifying certain key future policy 

outcomes and specifying the levels of key driver variables associated with these events.  The 

Midwest ISO took this approach in developing alternative futures for evaluating its transmission 

                                                 
7 Not all combinations of the two drivers are seen as being equally likely.  For example, high load combined with 
high fuel prices may not be a reasonable combination because when faced with high prices, demand tends to 
decrease. 
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expansion plans for 2008.  In this instance the Planning Advisory Committee designated four 

alternative (policy-driven) futures related to carbon, renewable and natural gas policy. 

Table 2 
MTEP 2008 Policy-Driven Futures8 

Event-Driven Futures Description 
Reference Status quo w.r.t. CO2, RPS & Natural Gas Availability 
Environmental Mid-range CO2 price and high Hg cost by 2010 
Renewable Mandate Renewables (% energy) – 10% by 2015 / 20% by 2020 
Limited Nat’l Gas Derate of Nat’l Gas Units by 20% due to fuel restrictions. 

Policy-driven futures can also be treated as described in the previous section.  Consider the 

following example. 

Figure 4 
Alternative Policy Futures 
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In this example, both carbon policy and renewable portfolio standards are treated as uncertain 

futures rather than as a specified future.  Even if both were specified as a future, uncertainty 

would still exist about the levels to set for the CO2 price and the RPS standard. 

I.B.1.b. Time Horizons for Alternative Futures 

Many resource plans are evaluated in the context of a twenty-year planning horizon.  There is 

an important reason for choosing this long of a period.  The discount factor at twenty years9  is 

relatively small = [1/(1+r)]20.   In addition, for a large investment in EHV ($5.3 billion for SPP 

alone and $6.9 billion for SPP plus neighbors) a long-term economic valuation is critical.   

                                                 
8 It is not clear why a combination of the Environmental and Renewable Mandate futures was not identified as an 
alternative future to be evaluated.  The Limited Natural Gas future appears to be an energy policy restriction on the 
use of Natural Gas similar to the restrictions placed on natural gas as a boiler fuel in the 1970s. 
9 For a discount rate of r = 8%, the present value of costs twenty years out is 21.5% of those costs. 
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In most resource planning, the path over the twenty year planning horizon is also important.  

Low, Mid and High results can occur for some key driver variables on a year-to-year basis.10  

For other key driver variables, the important component is when the event takes place.  For 

example, at what dates are Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) or Carbon Policy going into 

effect?  These alternative futures are in addition to the levels that might be set for these key 

driver variables; e.g., a 15% vs. 20% RPS target, or a $15/ton vs. $25/ton carbon tax 

I.B.2. Alternative Strategies 

A resource strategy specifies the investments in a set of resources to meet the demand for 

electricity.  This includes several resource components. 

· Resource Mix, Generation, Demand Response & Energy Efficiency 
· Associated Transmission Requirements 
· Seams Agreements Related to non-SPP Demand for Renewables and associated 

Transmission Revenues 

Some studies have combined the concepts of alternative futures with alternative strategies.  

This combining of the two occurs through the application of what are called “optimal strategies.” 

– Optimal strategies are those that meet the demand for electricity for a specified future at 
a minimum resource cost. 11 

Table 3 
Alternative Strategies Combined With Alternative Futures12 

 Alternative Strategies (MWs) 
Futures Nuclear Coal CC CT Wind BTM13

 DR Total 
Reference 0 20,400 3,600 3,520 12,600 1,425 1,235 290,640 
Environmental 12,000 6,000 3,600 2,880 13,800 1,425 1,235 458,858 
Renewable 0 16,800 6,000 1,600 40,500 1,425 1,235 322,904 
NG De-Ration 0 26,400 6,000 4,160 12,600 1,425 1,235 339,989 

 
Table 3 illustrates where alternative strategies were linked with specific alternative futures.  

A potential problem with designing strategies to specific futures is that while they minimize cost 

for that future, and perhaps for a narrow range of futures that are very similar to the one 

specified,  when there is a great deal of uncertainty about the future, these optimally designed 

                                                 
10 A year-by-year application of Low, Mid and High alternatives leads to a multiple of alternative futures that is 
sometimes characterized by a “tree” structure with nodes representing a set of alternatives at the end of a year, and 
each alternative being a branch from each node leading to the alternatives for the following year. 
11 Optimal strategies are typically determined in an optimization model such as EGEAS. 
12 Midwest ISO Transmission Expansion Plan 2008; Section 4.1.1 Future Definitions; Summary of Midwest ISO 
Generation Additions by Future and Fuel Type. 
13 BTM stand for behind the meter generation, or what might alternatively be called “distributed generation.” 
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strategies may not be the best strategies.  Instead, decision makers are more interested in what 

are called robust strategies or portfolio strategies. 

– Robust strategies are those that have relatively lower costs over a wide range of 
alternative futures.  Such strategies may not be optimal for any single future, but tend to 
perform well over a large set of alternative futures.14   

– Portfolio strategies are those that use a mix of alternative resources for the purpose of 
hedging against high cost outcomes associated with uncertain futures. 

Depending on the uncertainty surrounding the alternative futures, it can be difficult to 

develop robust strategies.  However, in most instances it is not difficult to develop portfolio 

strategies.15 

I.B.3. Alternative Locations 

Location of generation, demand response, energy efficiency and associated transmission 

required for reliable delivery of power to load is perhaps the component of regional planning that 

makes it distinct from the usual integrated resource planning.  In essence, there is a location 

component to every resource strategy.  If that strategy includes a new nuclear facility, then 

alternative locations with associated transmission for that facility need to be identified and 

evaluated.  The same is true of base-load coal-fired generation.16  Typically gas-fired generation, 

either combined cycle or combustion turbines, are small enough that location is typically close to 

load, yet even the addition of these smaller plants can have a significant impact on the 

transmission system.  The locations of most wind resources, including both robust and less-

robust locations, have been determined in the Quanta Technology report.  However, this 

information may need to be updated for changes that have recently occurred, such as the addition 

of Nebraska to the SPP. 

                                                 
14 Robustness of a strategy can be measured in the context of a cost-benefit study as the ratio of the standard 
deviation of the benefit to cost ratio over all futures.  In a present value of cost context, robustness of a strategy can 
be measured simply as the standard deviation of the net present value of costs over the range of all futures. 
15 For example, it is interesting to note that in Table 2, nuclear generation comes in as a strategy for the 
Environmental future and coal significantly decreases as a generation strategy.  Then in the Renewable Mandate 
future, nuclear does not play a role, while coal is increased to replace much of the nuclear generation that appears in 
the Environmental future.  A portfolio strategy would include both nuclear and coal to meet either, or perhaps a 
combined Environmental and Renewable Mandate future. 
16 In the Joint Coordinated System Planning study a detailed set of location rules were used to determine locations 
for generation resources.  This same or a similar set of location rules could be used in this economic study. 
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II. RELATIONSHIP OF REGIONAL EHV OVERLAY STUDY TO INTEGRATED 
RESOURCE PLANNING 

Integrated resource planning is the process by which utilities evaluate alternative resource 

strategies against alternative futures to determine a best overall resource strategy, including both 

supply-side and demand-side resource alternatives.  Resource strategies involve the types, levels 

and timing for various resources to be added to meet the peak demand and energy requirements 

over a long-term planning horizon, typically twenty years. 

II.A Integrated Resource Planning in States 

Both Arkansas and Missouri Pubic Service Commissions have adopted formal reviews of the 

integrated resource planning processes of their regulated utilities.   

In Arkansas, the resource planning process was formalized in 2006 and is described in 

Attachment 1 to Order No. 6 – Docket No. 06-028- Resource Planning Guidelines for Electric 

Utilities (Guidelines).  The policy goal of these guidelines is set out in the lead paragraph to 

Section 4. 

A resource plan must contain certain elements.  Sections 4.1 – 
4.8 are the Guidelines the Commission will use to review the 
completeness of the efforts to produce the utility Resource Plan.  
The Resource Plan shall be submitted to the Commission for 
informational purposes. 

Of particular interest is Section 4.4 of the Guidelines entitled Development of Multiple 

Integrated Resource Portfolios. 

The planning process should identify multiple integrated 
resource portfolios, each of which meets reliability criteria.  
Utilities will identify and take into consideration risk in developing 
these different portfolios, such as different levels of load growth, 
different fuel cost forecasts, or other parameters that are 
influenced by conditions beyond the utility’s control.  The 
portfolios should be compared on the present value of the cost of 
each. 

In Missouri, the resource planning process was formalized in 1993 through a rule making 

that is found in the Missouri Code of Regulations, Title 4 – Department of Economic 

Development, Division 240 – Public Service Commission, Chapter 22 – Electric Utility 

Resource Planning (4 CSR 240.22).  The policy goal of this rule is set out in 4 CSR 

240.22.010(1). 

The commission’s policy goal in promulgating this chapter is to set 
minimum standards to govern the scope and objectives of the 
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resource planning process that is required of electric utilities 
subject to its jurisdiction in order to ensure that the public interest 
is adequately served.  Compliance with these rules shall not be 
construed to result in commission approval of the utility’s resource 
plans, resource acquisition strategies or investment decisions. 

Of particular interest is section 4 CSR 240-22.070 of the rules entitled Risk Analysis and 

Strategy Selection.  The leading paragraph to this section of the rules states: 

PURPOSE;  This rule requires the utility to identify the critical 
uncertain factors that affect the performance of resource plans, 
establishes minimum standards for the methods used to assess the 
risks associated with these uncertainties and requires the utility to 
specify and officially adopt a resource acquisition strategy. 

A subsequent subsection 4 CSR 240-22.070(5) requires the utility to use subjective 

probabilities assigned by utility decision makers to develop a distribution for performance 

measures (e.g., present value of revenue requirements) for a set of alternative resource plans 

(strategies or portfolios), each of which are designed to meet various planning objectives .  This 

distribution is then used by the utility to calculate not only the expected performance of each 

resource strategy, but also the risk associated with each resource plan. 

(B) The risk associated with each resource plan shall be 
characterized by some measure of the dispersion of the probability 
distribution for each performance measure, such as the standard 
deviation or the values associated with specified percentiles of the 
distribution. 4 CSR 240-22.070(5)(B) 

Electric resource planning rules/guidelines for both Arkansas and Missouri require the 

utilities to take into account the uncertainties associated with alternative futures, and to evaluate 

these uncertainties in making a decision regarding their preferred resource strategy.  Both states 

indicate that their rules/guidelines are not meant for purposes of pre-approval of the prudency of 

the implementation of a specific resource that is acquired by the utility.  However, compliance 

with the rule/guidelines is taken into account in making such a determination. 

II.B The Existing Dilemma Regarding the Selection of the Best Resource Strategy 

A key aspect of integrated resource planning involves the alternatives that are available as 

resources to the utilities.  In the past, when transmission and generation could be jointly designed 

on a control area basis, this was not a major concern.  But with a key resource component 

becoming renewable resources, the availability of transmission service from the location of the 

renewable resource to the load being served by the utility has become a regional issue.  In this 
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regard, both utilities and state regulators are faced with a “chicken and egg” problem.17  For 

example, without transmission service from wind resources located in the western area of SPP to 

much of the load located in the middle and eastern areas of the SPP footprint, the availability and 

delivery costs for these wind resources is highly uncertain.  Moreover, this uncertainty is so large 

that it has become extremely difficult for utilities to meaningfully evaluate renewable resource 

alternatives as a part of their resource planning. 

While the SPP RSC cannot dictate what their respective states should consider as a part of 

their resource planning process, it can suggest some alternatives that may help to overcome the 

dilemma resulting from the “chicken and egg” problem.  Similar to the policy-driven futures 

discussed previously, utilities in SPP could develop best resource strategies for two transmission-

driven futures: 1) with-EHV overly; and 2) without-EHV overlay.   

If the results of these individual utility planning processes were available, then the best 

strategies for with and without the EHV overlay could then be used as inputs to the economic 

analysis of the EHV overlay.  However, this may require a significant commitment of individual 

utility planning, particularly in states where integrated resource planning is not an existing 

activity for the regulatory commissions.  Perhaps, over time, this type of regional coordination of 

individual resource planning can take place, but for the immediate future it appears that another 

alternative should be developed.  Instead of the individual resource plans of the utilities being the 

sole input to a regional evaluation of the EHV overlay, the alternative is for SPP to develop 

estimates of these best strategies through its stakeholder process as a part of the regional 

economic evaluation of the EHV overlay.  Then a decision regarding the implementation of the 

EHV overlay becomes an input to the individual resource plans of the utilities. 

II.C SPP Stakeholder Process for Enhancing Utility Integrated Resource Planning 

Over two-years ago, the Midwest ISO set up a stakeholder process for developing the 

resource planning aspects that it needed for its transmission planning processes.18   Through this 

                                                 
17 Note that this “chicken and egg” problem exists even without the specific locational issues related to renewable 
resources.  In the RTO world, designation of a resource to meet a load must be evaluated by the SPP to determine 
what, if any, transmission upgrades will be required to provide firm network or point-to-point service for the 
delivery of the electricity from the resource to the load.  Until, this study is performed, the utility is not certain of the 
transmission costs associated with various resource alternatives.  The difference is that where locational issues that 
involve delivery over hundreds of miles of transmission lines are involved, the uncertainty of the transmission costs 
are larger. 
18 Documents found on midwestiso.org > Planning > Regulatory and Economic Standards > MTEP08 Economic 
Studies.  Three documents related to resource futures are listed:.Futures_Feb Workshop Summary 5_9_2007; Steps 
1_2 Futures_Workshop Materials; and Summary of Steps 1_2 Futures_Results. 
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process stakeholders developed various guidelines for MISO to use when setting out various 

aspects of the alternative futures, resource strategies and locations that were to be used in its 

transmission planning process. 

MISO has the lead role with respect to resource plan specifications for the Joint Coordinated 

System Planning (JCSP) study that is currently underway and involves SPP along with most of 

the transmission providers in the Eastern Interconnection.19  Through the JCSP stakeholder 

process, refinements to these resource planning guidelines were made. 

More recently, SPP has revised its Economic Methods and Modeling Task Force (EMMTF) 

and has tasked it to provide guidance for SPP in its own economic evaluation of the EHV 

overlay.  It is too early to know whether or not the EMMTF will adopt the JCSP guidelines for 

resource strategies, but clearly those guidelines provide a place to start.  It should also be noted 

that in a presentation to the Transmission Working Group by Jay Caspary, the following data 

was provided 20 
Major Generation Additions Major Underlying Topology Assumptions 

• Iatan 2 
 

• Hempstead Co (Turk) 
 

• Emporia (Lang) 
 

• Hobbs 
 

• Tontitown (Mattison) 
 

• Southwest #2 

• STEP 2008-2017 Plan 
• Wichita–Reno Co.–Summit 345 kV 
• Woodward–Northwest 345 kV 
• Rose Hill–Sooner 345 kV 
• Blackberry–Chouteau–GRDA 1 345 kV 
• Spearville–Comanche Co–Wichita 765 kV (operated 345 

kV initially)  
• Comanche Co –Woodward -Guymon/Hitchland 765kV 

(operated 345 kV initially) Woodward –Potter/TUCO 345 
kV (or higher by 2020 reliability need date) 

The point here is that the EMMTF should determine through input from the utilities and SPP 

the combinations of generation/transmission, end-use efficiency and demand response resources 

to be used in the economic evaluation of the EHV overlay.  Nearer-term resource additions 

should come from the plans already developed by the various utilities.  Longer-term resource 

additions should be developed for both with and without EHV overlay resource strategies.  If this 

latter information is also available from the utilities, then that information should be used.  If this 

latter information is not available, then the EMMTF needs to develop resource addition rules 

similar to those that have already been developed in MISO.

                                                 
19 Documents available at www.jcspstudy.org > Documents.  For most recent update on the JCSP study under 
Stakeholder Meetings and Materials > Cincinnati JCSP Interim Stakeholder Meeting. 
20 09a_2008 EHV Overlay Study Scope found on SPP’s web page using the SPP Documents and Filings tab > Org 
Group Documents folder > Transmission Working Group > TWG Meeting Materials > TWG B/G Additional 
Materials, posted 2008/08/11.   
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III.  TYPES OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS PERFORMED 

The most common form of economic analysis used for resource planning is to compare the 

present value of costs for alternative strategies over a range of alternative futures.  There are two 

fairly common approaches: A) uncertainty analysis; and B) scenario analysis. 

III.A Uncertainty Analysis  

At some level, Resource Planners recognizes at some level that uncertainty must be evaluated 

as a part of the economic analysis.  One approach to this evaluation is to include a likelihood 

assessment of the alternative futures under which alternative strategies are to be evaluated.  SPP 

has already taken the initiative on this approach by surveying stakeholders to provide their 

assessments about how likely various alternative futures are.21  Based on this type of survey, the 

likelihood of alternative futures can be designated as the percent weight given to a specific 

future, where the weights sum to one-hundred percent over all futures.22   

Assuming that the alternative futures being evaluated are representative of the full range of 

possible outcomes, alternative strategies can then be compared over the full range of alternative 

futures.23  For the purpose of evaluating the economics of the EHV overlay, the alternative 

strategies should be divided into two groupings of with and without EHV.  Assuming this 

division has taken place and the best strategies are chosen within each of these groupings, then 

the results can be compared as shown in the graphical comparison on Figure 5. 

The fundamental concept being conveyed by the illustration in Figure 5 is a comparison of 

the distribution of costs across the same set of alternative futures for the best strategies available 

with and without the EHV overlay.  In this illustration, the without-EHV best strategy has a 

higher probability of having a lower present value of net cost than the with-EHV overlay best 

strategy up to where the two are equal at approximately $7 Billion.  Beyond that point, the with-

                                                 
21 The results of this survey are found on SPP’s web page using the SPP Documents and Filings tab / Org Group 
Documents folder / Cost Allocation Working Group sub-folder / posted 2007/12/21 - CAWG Documents / CAWG 
Agenda & Background – 01/04/08, pages 27-32.  A detailed presentation of the results are included as an attachment 
to this document. 
22 These resulting distributions of weights across alternative futures are called the “subjective probability 
distributions” of the uncertain outcomes.  Moreover, “subjective probabilities” are a numerical representation of an 
individual’s or group’s “degree of belief” that an event will occur.   
23 In this approach, not every combination of alternative futures is evaluated.  Instead, a structured sample is taken 
from the universe of alternatives that is chosen to give results that are representative of the entire universe – Latin 
Hypercube Analysis.  However, it should be noted that this approach can result in a large number of combinations of 
alternative futures being evaluated.  For this purpose, the Midwest ISO had KEMA Consulting develop a model 
capable of making multiple evaluations in a reasonable amount of time. 
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EHV overlay best strategy has a higher probability of having a lower present value of net costs 

than the without-EHV best strategy.  Specifically, the median (50% above and 50% below) cost 

level for the with-EHV best strategy is shown as being approximately $300 Million lower than 

the without-EHV best strategy – shown as small circles on the graph in Figure 5.  This illustrates 

a case in which the with-EHV strategy is preferred to the without EHV strategy. 

Figure 5 

Illustration of the Distribution over Alternative Futures  
Comparing 20-Year Present Values of Net Costs 
Best Strategies With and Without EHV upgrades 

P($ > 7.0 B) P($ > 7.6 B) Median PV$

W/O EHV 72.92% 43.06% $7.6
With EHV 73.76% 23.10% $7.3  
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III.B Scenario Analysis 
The alternative to a full blown uncertainty analysis is to perform an analysis on a limited set 

of alternative futures considered to be most likely.  These narrowly specified alternative futures 

are called scenarios.  The alternative future considered most likely with respect to each key 

driver variable is always included.  In forming this most likely scenario, it is important to 

recognize the correlations that may exist among various key drivers.  For example, if a carbon 
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price of $15/ton is used, then it is important to take into account the impact that such a carbon 

price might have on coal and natural gas prices, as well as load growth.  These same 

considerations must be taken into account if a renewable portfolio standard is considered likely.  

In addition, when both are considered likely, the joint impacts should be taken into account. 

If the alternative future considered most likely involves a change from current energy policy, 

then a second scenario that this typically included is one that represents no change in current 

policy.  Other scenarios tend to center around what might be called sensitivity analysis that 

evaluated the uncertainties associated with the quantitative impacts of the correlations of certain 

driver variables.  The following table is an illustration of a set of scenarios (3) with sensitivities 

(6) that might be considered. 

Figure 6 
Scenarios for Economic Evaluation 

Scenarios RPS CO2 Fuel 
Prices

Load 
Growth

MH ML
H L
M M
M M

ML MH
L H

MH ML
M M
ML MH

RPS Only 15%

$15/ton

$0/ton

$0/ton

15%

0%

Most Likely

No Change

 

Each scenario would then be evaluated with and without the EHV overlay.  As discussed 

earlier, it is important that the same resource strategies for with and without EHV be used for all 

scenarios.24  The idea behind scenario analysis is to evaluate with and without EHV best 

strategies across the various scenarios.  The idea behind the various sensitivities is to determine 

the robustness of these strategies with respect to uncertainties regarding non-energy policy types 

of drivers. 

                                                 
24 Note that various load growth scenarios may involve different levels of resources to meet the capacity margin 
requirement.  In this context, the meaning of a resource strategy refers to the mix of various types of resources. 
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IV. STAGES OF EHV DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
As indicated at the beginning of this paper, the EHV overlay can be conceptualized as having 

three distinct components: a) Collector System; b) Delivery System and c) Export System.  An 

economic analysis of these three systems should be done in stages with the first stage being the 

collector system, the second stage being the delivery system and the final stage being the export 

system.  [The discussion of this section of the paper began at the October 21 meeting of the 

CAWG and will be filled in at a later date.] 

IV.A Economics of the Collector System 

IV.B Economics of the Delivery System 

IV.C Economics of the Export System 
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This paper describes various aspects of performing an economic analysis of the proposed 

EHV overlay in the SPP region.  The recommendations of this paper are: 

1. The economic analysis should include a comparison of the resource costs for the 

region with and without the EHV overlay; 

2. Such a comparison should be performed for alternative futures: and  

3. Should be based on the best overall strategies with and without the EHV overlay. 

There are certain elements of the economic analysis that have been illustrated in this paper, 

but are not recommendations from the CAWG.  These elements need to be discussed with each 

state commission before an ultimate direction is determined.  These elements include the 

following: 

√ Specification of key driver variables:  The current list reflects the elements on the SPP 
survey list.25 
o RPS: 76% thought some form of state mandate would be in place by 2020;  By 2020 

48% believed that wind generation for SPP as a whole would be above 15%.of total 
capacity and 79% believed it would be above 10%. 

o Demand Response:  By 2020 59% believed demand response could be in or above 
the 7% - 10% range, 41.3% believed price sensitive demand response would be in the 
3-6% range and 78% believed price sensitive demand response would be at this level 
or higher. 

o Carbon Policies: 80% see carbon cap and trade system being put in place with 32% 
seeing emissions credits prices increasing from a current price of $40/ton at the rate 
of inflation and 57% seeing credit prices increasing faster than the rate of inflation. . 

o Natural Gas Prices:  Upward pressure on prices at (16.7%) or greater (79.2%) than 
the rate of inflation. 

o Coal Prices: 75.5% see coal prices increasing at a pace slower than the rate of natural 
gas prices and 20.4% at the same rate as natural gas prices. 

√ Type of analysis to be used: Uncertainty vs. Scenario analysis? 
o If scenario analysis, which scenarios to use? 
o If scenario analysis, which sensitivities to use? 

√ The specification of best strategies with and without EHV: 
o What renewable alternatives are available absent the EHV overlay? 
o What is the impact on resource mix of not having the EHV overlay available? 
o Using already planned resource additions (type, capacity, location & transmission 

delivery upgrades) and setting rules for further resource additions?

 
25 A detailed listing of SPP survey results entitled SPP EHV Transmission Planning Assumptions Survey is 
attached to this document. 
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SPP.org 3

Summary of Waiver Request
• The City of Coffeyville, Kansas (CMLP) reservation 1352193 studied in 2007-

AG3-AFS-4

• CMLP currently has 114 MW of GRDA as a resource.

• September 11, 2008 Letter – CMLP requests waiver

• This request is for an incremental increase of GRDA service profiled with a 
load increase from 16 MW in 2008 to 197 MW in 2042.

• Based on the first year of the start of the Designated Resource (DR) without
redispatch of 2011, the Base Plan Funding (BPF) maximum calculated in 
AFS-3 would be:

91 MW x $180,000/MW = $16,380,000.

• Based on the first year of the start of the DR with redispatch of 2010, the BPF 
maximum calculated in AFS-4 would be:

25 MW x $180,000/MW = $4,500,000. 

• $4.25 million of CMLP-owned upgrades are not eligible for BPF because 
these facilities are not jurisdictional to SPP. 

• Allocated E & C upgrades eligible for BPF was $6.1 million; based on BPF of 
$4.5 million, $1.6 million directly assigned to CMLP

SPP.org 4

Coffeyville Load Growth Forecast

Summer Load Forecast Demand
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Major Upgrades $1.2M 
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city owned upgrade
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Summary of Waiver Request
• After posting AG3-4 CMLP withdrew reservation 1352181 a 

smaller profiled resource request for incremental increase of 
GRDA service profiled with a load increase from 16 MW in 
2008 to 115 MW in 2042.

• The next study posting for reservation 1352193 would 
probably include eligible upgrades of $10 million expected of 
which $7 million of the upgrades are required by 2010.  

• Recommendation to SPP Board of Directors is due within 120 
days per the Tariff or not later than January 9, 2009

• Next SPP Board of Directors meeting October 28, 2008

SPP.org 6

Waiver Request Discussion
• Attachment J, Section III.C.2.ii - Allows all or part of excess 

above the Safe Harbor Cost Limit to be classified as Base 
Plan Upgrade Costs, taking into account the extent to which 
commitment to the new or changed DR exceeds the five-
year commitment

• CMLP reservation 1352193 is a 34-year reservation
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Waiver Recommendation

SPP Recommendation
• SPP recommends approval of the waiver request to fully fund the project 

excluding the CMLP-owned direct assignment upgrades
• Based on the commitment in excess of five years (29 years) and;

• Realizing anticipated Safe Harbor limit using 91 MW calculation would allow fully 
funding the project excluding the CMLP-owned direct assignment upgrades

• CAWG may need to address the tariff language needed regarding profiled studies

CAWG Recommendation
• The CAWG is recommending that the SPP RSC recommend to the SPP Board of Directors to 

grant the waiver request excluding the CMLP direct assignment upgrades

MOPC Action
• Approved SPP Recommendation

SPP.org 8

Waiver Request – Westar 
Central Plains Wind

October 2008
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Summary of Waiver Request
• Westar reservation 1286201 studied in 2007-AG2

• Westar requesting 99 MW from Central Plains Wind farm

• Base Plan Funding (BPF) potential calculated in AFS-6:
9.9 MW x $180,000/MW = $1,782,000 based on 10% nameplate 
net dependable capacity

• E & C upgrade allocation in AFS-6 study posting is $8,500,000 
for the Iatan-Stranger Creek KCPL upgrade.  $6,718,000 to be 
directly assigned to Westar

• September 15, 2008 Letter – Westar requests waiver

• Recommendation to SPP Board of Directors within 120 days 
per the tariff required not later than January 13 2009.

• Next SPP Board of Directors meeting October 28, 2008

SPP.org 10

Waiver Request Discussion

• The following SPP recommendation based on 
current SPP Tariff

• SPP is aware of policy issues raised by this 
waiver

• Policy decisions under consideration by 
CAWG/RSC, if approved, could significantly 
impact this recommendation
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Attachment J Section B.3

• Cost of Network Upgrades associated with 
new or changed Designated Resource shall be 
classified as Base Plan Upgrades if they are 
less than or equal to $180,000/MW times the 
lesser of :

• (a) the planned maximum net dependable capacity 
applicable to the Transmission Customer or

• (b) the requested capacity (the “Safe Harbor Cost 
Limit”)

SPP.org 12

Net Dependable Capacity - Generally

• Net capability defined by NERC:
Net dependable capacity - maximum capacity a unit 
can sustain over an specified period, modified for 
seasonal limitations and reduced by the capacity 
required for station service or auxiliaries

• Summer net capability of each unit may be 
used as winter net capability without further 
testing, at the option of the member 

(See SPP, FERC Electric Tariff, Fifth Revised Volume No. 1, 
Original Sheet No. 941)
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SPP Criteria 12.1.5.3  Rating Adjustments

g. Net capability established for wind plants determined on monthly basis, as follows: 

i) Assemble up to the most recent ten years, with minimum of most recent five 
years, of hourly net power output (MW) data, measured at system interconnection 
point

Values may be calculated from wind data, if measured MW values are not yet 
available. Wind data correlated with a reference tower beyond fifty miles is subject 
to Generation Working Group approval. For calculated values, at least one year 
must be based on site specific wind data

ii) Select MW values occurring during top 10% of load hours for SPP region for 
each month (e.g., 72 hours for a typical 30 day month)
iii) Select MW value that can be expected from plant at least 85% of the time
iv) Seasonal or annual net capability may be determined by selecting appropriate 
monthly MW values corresponding to host control area’s peak load month of the 
season of interest
v) Net capability calculation shall be updated at least once every three years.

SPP.org 14

Waiver Request Discussion

• Attachment J, Section C.2.ii - Allows all or part of 
excess above Safe Harbor Cost Limit to be 
classified as Base Plan Upgrade Cost, taking into 
account extent to which commitment to new or 
changed DR exceeds five-year commitment

• Westar reservation 1286201 is a 10-year reservation

• SPP recommends increase of $38,981 from initial 
$1,782,000 Base Plan Funding

Based on same calculation used for OGE / GSEC/ EDE 
waivers and MW-MI calculation - indicating seven zones 
benefiting from this commitment
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SPP Conclusions and Waiver Recommendation

• Current SPP Tariff - Net Dependable Capacity to be 
used for calculating Safe Harbor Cost Limit for all 
resources, including wind

• SPP cannot waive Tariff provisions

• Recommends a Waiver for the Commitment in 
Excess of Five Years 

• Total Base Plan funding increase - $38,981 

• Total Base Plan Funding with Waiver based on the 
current Tariff provisions- $1,820,981

SPP.org 16

Proposed additional language for Wind 
Generation for Attachment J Section III.B

• Language is under discussion by RTWG. Approval of MOPC and 
Board of Directors are also needed prior to filing of Tariff 
revisions with FERC

• In addition if the Designated Resource requested is derived from
a wind generation plant, the total capacity derived from wind 
generation with firm transmission, including the requested 
capacity of the new resource, shall not exceed 20% of the 
Transmission Customer’s projected system peak load 
responsibility in the first year the Designated Resource is 
planned to be used by the Transmission Customer as determined 
pursuant to SPP Criteria 2.

• Intent is to limit Base Plan Funding for wind resources to 20% of 
Customer’s peak load responsibility due to operational concerns

• Westar meets this test
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Proposed additional language for Wind 
Generation for Attachment J Section III.A.3

• Based on this proposed language 33% of the 
$8.5M KCPL upgrade ATRR would be directly 
assigned (“DA”) to WR with 67% regionally 
funded. 

• The DA component to WR is $2,805,000.  The 
remainder of $5,695,000 would be regionally 
funded.

SPP.org 18

Waiver Request Discussion

• The Aggregate Study is a N-1 analysis

• The Aggregate Study process does not include analysis 
on a flowgates basis

• Westar stated the flowgate upgrade would provide 
regional benefit if eliminated.

• It does not seem appropriate to respond to the need to 
upgrade a flowgate as this would create a more 
complex study process.

• CAWG may need to discuss the tariff language 
needed regarding variance of BPF specific to 
flowgates
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Waiver Recommendation

CAWG Recommendation
• CAWG recommends to grant the Westar waiver in 

accordance with the RSC approved new policy for the 
direct assignment portion for the wind resources. 

Directly assign 33% to Westar

Regionally fund 67%

MOPC Action

MOPC approved CAWG recommendation

SPP.org 20

Jay Caspary
Director, Engineering
501.614.3220
jcaspary@spp.org
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Unintended Consequences for Base Plan 
Upgrades in the 2007 STEP

October 2008
RSC

www.spp.org 2

Background 

According to Attachment J of the SPP Tariff…
• “For each SPP Transmission Expansion Plan, the 

Transmission Provider shall calculate the cost allocation 
impacts of the Base Plan Upgrades to each Transmission 
Customer within the SPP Region.  The results will be reviewed 
for unintended consequences by the Regional Tariff Working 
Group and reported to the Markets and Operations Policy 
Committee and Regional State Committee.”
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2008-2011 Base Plan Projects Summary

www.spp.org 4

Commitment Horizon

2006 STEP
BOD approved reliability projects needing 

financial commitment within first two years.  

2007 STEP
BOD approved reliability projects needing 

financial commitment within first four years
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2008-2011 Base Plan Upgrades in STEP

• Includes all base plan reliability projects in 2007 STEP
• 13 Base Plan Upgrades were not calculated because 

they were already evaluated in the 2006 STEP, 2 yr 
commitment horizon.

• 147 Projects & $467.4M E&C Costs

• Project lists available in the following worksheet:
• “Base Plan Upgrades – 2007 STEP.xls” in tabs:

• “2008 Project List (Branch_Xfmr)”
• “2008 Project List (Device)”

www.spp.org 6

Direct Assigned Projects

Allocation Methodology 
• All Base Plan Upgrades with an E&C cost of 

$100,000 or less.
• All ATRR assigned to host zone

2008-2011 Subtotals 
• 17 projects
• $0.8M E&C Costs
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No MW-MI Impacts 

Allocation Methodology
• 33% Regional and 67% to host zone

2008-2011 Subtotals
• 60 projects
• $41.4M E&C Costs

www.spp.org 8

MW-MI Impacts

Allocation Methodology
• 33% Regional and 67% to zones based on MW-

MI  Sum of Positive Impacts Only methodology 
with a $100k E&C minimum allocation 

2008-2011 Subtotals
• 70 Projects
• $425.2M E&C Costs
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Conclusions for Allocations

AEP and SPS received the largest allocations of 
these projects, but about 65% of the total E&C cost 
came from upgrades in these two zones.

www.spp.org 10

2008 ATRR Allocations by Zone
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2009 ATRR Allocations by Zone

www.spp.org 12

2010 ATRR Allocations by Zone
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2011 ATRR Allocations by Zone

www.spp.org 14

Host Zone & 3rd Party Impacts by Year
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Conclusion

Staff’s analysis supports a finding of no 
“unintended consequences” with respect to the 
MW-mile analysis associated with the 2008-2011 
projects eligible for base plan funding in the STEP.

Results seem reasonable with host zone getting 
majority, if not all, of the 67% zonal allocations

www.spp.org 16

Questions?
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Presentation to the SPP Regional State CommitteePresentation to the SPP Regional State Committee

October, 2008October, 2008

765 kV Transmission System Facts765 kV Transmission System Facts

1

Overview

The Need for an EHV System Solution

Proven Performance of the 765 kV System

765 kV Facts
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SPP’s Challenges

Over 50,000 MW of new generation in the SPP queue.
Rapid expansion of wind generation.

Uncertainty of future generation scenarios.

States enacting Renewable Portfolio Standards.

Congestion increasing cost to customers.

Transmission constraints and aging infrastructure.

Increasing reliability risks.

Continued load growth.

Transmission is recognized as a limitation within SPP.Transmission is recognized as a limitation within SPP.

3

What EHV Transmission Will Do

New transmission built to a sufficient scale will facilitate:
Renewable energy’s potential within SPP.

Continuing demand growth.

Unconstrained economic dispatch.

Safety margin to ensure reliability.

Transmission can hedge future uncertainties.
Carbon constraints.

Renewable and other new generation development.

Growth of SPP.

New transmission to remove constraints and facilitate the future.New transmission to remove constraints and facilitate the future.
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EHV Development for SPP

SPP has a unique opportunity to plan a reliable and 
flexible transmission system.

The SPP Overlay plan at 765 kV, viewed as an integrated 
“system solution” versus individual lines or point to point 
service of energy to load, provides maximum benefit.

Operational impact of variable generation mitigated by a 
strong, far-reaching transmission network.

SPP Overlay provides clear benefits for a robust solution.SPP Overlay provides clear benefits for a robust solution.

5

AEP’s Experience with 765 kV

Operational since 1969; currently 2,116 miles of 765 kV 
transmission lines and about two dozen key stations.

Planned as a network (not point-to-point transmission).
Overlays 345 kV and 138 kV similar to the SPP region.

Transmission systems higher than 700 kV are established 
and growing.

Existing or planned in the Americas, S. Africa, Asia, Europe.

Expanded use increases supplier base, expertise, technology –
increases opportunities for SPP.

History has proven 765 kV highly effective for the AEP East region.History has proven 765 kV highly effective for the AEP East region.
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765 kV:  High Capacity

One 765 kV line can carry as much power as:
Three 500-kV lines.

Three double-circuit 345 kV lines.

Six single-circuit 345 kV lines.

Virtually free of thermal overload risk, even under severe 
operating conditions.

Offers predictability and flexibility for the future.

Greater risk lies in under-building new transmission infrastructure.Greater risk lies in under-building new transmission infrastructure.
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765 kV:  Strengthens the Network

Natural choice for overlaying existing 345 kV grid.

Lower impedance increases transmission “reach”, 
allowing large power transfers over greater distances.

Enables variable generation resources to “lean on” dispatchable 
plants located far away.

May allow for reduction in generation reserve margins.

Unloads the lower voltage transmission system.
Frees them to serve local area load.

Alleviates or defers upgrades to local systems.

Provides margin for growth and reliability.

A 765 kV overlay provides the most benefit to the existing system.A 765 kV overlay provides the most benefit to the existing system.
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765 kV:  High Efficiency

Losses for Power Flows (100 Miles)
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Higher voltage = lower losses, especially as loading increases.Higher voltage = lower losses, especially as loading increases.
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765 kV:  Environmentally Sensible

Higher utilization of right-of-way minimizes landscape footprint.Higher utilization of right-of-way minimizes landscape footprint.
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765 kV:  Visual Impact

765 kV towers are similar in stature to other voltage classes.765 kV towers are similar in stature to other voltage classes.
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765 kV:  Visual Impact

Multiple lower voltage lines required for equivalent capacity. Multiple lower voltage lines required for equivalent capacity. 
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765 kV:  Cost Effective

Current SPP line cost estimates*:
765 kV single-circuit:  $2.2M/mile

345 kV single-circuit:  $1.0M/mile (17% capacity of 765 kV)

345 kV double-circuit:  $1.4M/mile (34% capacity of 765 kV)

Cost per equivalent capacity for 765 kV significantly less.
Six 345 kV single-circuit:  $6.0M/mile

Three 345 kV double-circuit:  $4.2M/mile

Additional savings in system losses, regional generation 
diversity, reduced congestion, etc.

765 kV exemplifies economies of scale for transmission lines.765 kV exemplifies economies of scale for transmission lines.

*Relative cost estimates based on recent SPP studies.  Actual costs may vary 
dependent upon line route, terrain, right-of-way, material and labor costs, etc.

13

765 kV:  The Right Choice for the SPP EHV Overlay

765 kV provides clear advantages for the SPP footprint:

High capacity system capable of transferring power over 
longer distances with margin for future growth.

High efficiency with reduced system losses.

Reliable performance and operational flexibility.

Highest right-of-way utilization factor.

Significant economies of scale.

Electrical, environmental, and economic benefits.Electrical, environmental, and economic benefits.
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Southwest Power Pool Cost Benefit 
Study for Future Market Design

Presentation to RSC/BOD

Tulsa, OK   October 27-28, 2008
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Project Overview

Measure the cost and benefits of moving from the current SPP 
EIS market structure (“base case”), including implementation of 
the 2007 SPP Transmission Expansion Plan (STEP), to the market 
structures of the following Change Cases:

Change Case I – Day-Ahead Market with Unit Commitment Addition only 2009-
2016

Change Case IIA - Day-Ahead Market with Unit Commitment and Co-optimized 
Ancillary Service Market 2011-2016 (All Inclusive with FTR & TSRO Sensitivities)

Change Case IIB - Day-Ahead Market with Unit Commitment 2009, 2010 and All 
Inclusive 2011-2016 (FTR & TSRO Sensitivities)

Change Case IIC - Co-optimized Ancillary Service Market 2009, 2010 and All 
Inclusive 2011-2016 (FTR & TSRO Sensitivities)

Change Case III – Ancillary Service Market Addition only 2009 - 2016

Change Case IV – Simplified Day-Ahead Market with Unit Commitment 
(Qualitative analysis only)

SPP.org 4

Wind Assumptions
• 4,270 MW of wind facilities modeled at most likely locations (nodes)

Moderate wind penetration assumption for consistency with transmission 
expansion plan and to avoid weighting the market design decision based on wind 
levels

Same wind schedules across Base Case and all Change Cases reduce cost 
differentials

Annual capacity factor 38.6%, varying monthly between 26% summer and 58% 
spring

Generic hourly wind patterns entered to reflect hourly wind variation but lack of 
intra-hour volatility modeling increases perceived market benefits

Each new wind facility assigned to an SPP Member, no new IPP wind

Wind given highest priority on transmission grid, i.e. wind curtailed as extreme last 
resort
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Cost and Benefit Measures
• Quantify benefits of market changes using simulation model to compute 

Adjusted Production Cost (APC) for Base case and all Market change scenarios

APC = Generation Cost (Fuel, VOM, Emissions) + Purchase Cost – Sales 

Revenue

SPP in Total

Market Participants

State by State

Balancing Area

Estimate ranges of Market Change Implementation Costs

Hardware and software costs

Staff Training

Administrative Costs

SPP.org 6

Total Net Benefit by Case

Note:  All values may be different in the finalized 
written report

Summary ‐ Total SPP Net Benefit 2011 ‐ 2016

Case Description % Benefit Avg Yr Benefit ($M*)

Case I DAM Only 2.5% ‐ 4.3% 140 ‐ 225

Case II DAM & ASM w/ FTR or TSRO 3.0% ‐ 5.7% 160 ‐ 295

Case III ASM Only  .3% ‐ .4%  15 ‐ 20

*(2008 $, 6% Discount Rate)
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Market Design Net Benefit Observations

• All analyses have indicated a benefit in excess of costs in all 
scenarios

• Combining DAM and ASM has the greatest cost-benefit impact, 
producing significantly more benefit than implementing each 
market separately

• DAM allows more efficient utilization of coal and CC and 
reduces use of CTs and Steam Gas Turbines

• DAM benefit is a significant benefit over ASM;  Primary benefit 
is to move towards a DAM first if market implementation is 
staged

SPP.org 8

SPP 2012 Average Load Hub Prices –
Comparison Base Case to Change Case II

Current EIS 
Market Prices

DAM & ASM 
Prices

Percent 
Change

CSWS - AEPW 112.80            90.30               19.9             
EDE 99.70              79.80               20.0             
GRDA 81.50              76.50               6.1               
KACY 76.60              70.90               7.4               
KCPL 73.30              71.10               3.0               
Mid-Kansas 72.90              68.40               6.2               
Midwest 79.30              69.80               12.0             
OKGE 94.10              85.30               9.4               
OMPA 95.00              85.50               10.0             
SECI 68.90              65.70               4.6               
SPS 103.10            87.00               15.6             
WEFC 111.50            88.50               20.6             
WRI 84.10              73.10               13.1             

$/MWh
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SPP Generation Impact – Change in Generation 
between Current EIS to DAM/ASM Markets

Change Case IIA Generation Impact
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General Observations Regarding ISO Costs 
• SPP Implementation and Ongoing Costs

Change Case I:  122.497 MM$

Change Case II:  138.646 – 176.815 MM$ depending on 
phase-in and financial configuration

Change Case III:  62.590 MM$

• Actual consulting dollars incurred by other ISOs generally 
have exceeded original estimates in transitioning markets

• Market trial costs and training were typically under 
estimated  

• Market start is often delayed

• Cost begin 2-3 years prior to market start-up
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Southwest Power Pool Administration Fee Impacts 
of Future Market Options Estimations

Day Ahead Market
Day Ahead Market 

with ASM ASM Only
Admin Fee Admin Fee Admin Fee

2009
2010 $0.0066 $0.0076 $0.0010 

2011 $0.0126 $0.0145 $0.0019 

2012 $0.0430 $0.0575 $0.0145 

2013 $0.0525 $0.0614 $0.0188 

2014 $0.0541 $0.0632 $0.0194 

2015 $0.0557 $0.0651 $0.0200 

2016 $0.0573 $0.0670 $0.0205 

SPP.org 12

Total Range of Market Participant Costs:  $2.18 - $6.23 M

Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Hi

Total (1000's) 1500 3700 200 900 205 525 275 1100

SCADA (AGC) 600 2000 50 200 50 200

Unit Commitment1 300 600 0 100 50 100

Bid Strategy 200 300 50 200 50 100

ISO Communications 200 300 50 100 25 50

Settlement 100 300 50 200 25 50

FTR/TSRO Analysis2 100 200 0 100 5 25 175 350

(Training, Testing, 
etc)

SPP Change Case 
Adaption Costs

Note 1: Unit Commitment does not apply for Change Case III; Note 2: FTR/TSRO Analysis applies only to Change Case II

SPP - Market Participant Range of Costs

Ongoing Costs

100 750

Base

Systems Costs Personnel Costs

Initial Install Costs
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General Observations Regarding Members’ Costs

• Complexity of transactions was a key factor in 
determining market design costs for Members

• Difficult to obtain necessary information due to 
competitive nature of market trading strategies  

• Cost effort relied heavily on Ventyx market experience

• Options available to Members include self build 
infrastructure or outsource

• Market trials provide good opportunity to test systems and 
staff training and should be utilized

• Training of staff is typically under estimated and occurs 
too late in the schedule to maximize market trial 
experience 

SPP.org 14

Next Steps

• CBTF continuing to review:  

Market Participant Level Benefits

State-wide Level Benefits

Balancing Authority Level Benefits

• The Market Working Group will review the final report and 
make a recommendation to the MOPC for the January 
meetings
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Additionally requested analysis
• MOPC requested additional benefits sensitivities:  

Ventyx is currently estimating time & cost

Reduce Gas price for study year 2012 by 25%; run base 
case and change case II (all-inclusive)

Reduce Wind generation by half for a high wind study 
month in 2012; run base case and change case II (all-
inclusive)

• RSC requested a high wind analysis:  

Ventyx has provided an estimate for a thorough high-
wind analysis that will determine transmission upgrade 
locations and net benefit changes for Change Case II

Two months to complete; $73k-$100k based on two 
options

SPP.org 16

Questions?



Cost Benefit Task Force Contacts

Roy True, Chair
royt@acespower.com

Casey Cathey, Staff Secretary
ccathey@spp.org
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Detailed Southwest Power Pool Cost Estimates 
for Future Market Options

18

$ in 1000s Day Ahead Market
Day Ahead Market 

with ASM ASM Only
Total Total Total

2009
2010 $2,268 $2,623 $355 

2011 $4,445 $5,129 $684 

2012 $15,482 $20,720 $5,238 

2013 $19,294 $22,557 $6,915 

2014 $20,260 $23,686 $7,260 

2015 $21,279 $24,870 $7,626 

2016 $22,344 $26,115 $8,007 
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Detailed Southwest Power Pool Capital 
Expenditures Cost Estimates for Future Market 
Options

19

$ in 1000s Day Ahead Market
Day Ahead Market 

with ASM ASM Only
Total Total Total

2009 $1,381 $1,891 $510
2010 $14,684 $21,359 $6,675
2011 $14,766 $20,466 $5,700
2012 $1,204 $2,404 $1,200
2013
2014
2015
2016

$32,035 $46,120 $14,085
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